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Bayesian Brain: Probabilistic Approaches to Neural Coding (Computational Neuroscience)MIT Press, 2006

	A Bayesian approach can contribute to an understanding of the brain on multiple levels, by giving normative predictions about how an ideal sensory system should combine prior knowledge and observation, by providing mechanistic interpretation of the dynamic functioning of the brain circuit, and by suggesting optimal ways of deciphering...
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Java CookbookO'Reilly, 2014

	
		From lambda expressions and JavaFX 8 to new support for network programming and mobile development, Java 8 brings a wealth of changes. This cookbook helps you get up to speed right away with hundreds of hands-on recipes across a broad range of Java topics. You’ll learn useful techniques for everything from debugging and data...
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Differential Equations and Control TheoryCRC Press, 2001
This volume is based on papers presented at the International Workshop on Differential Equations and Optimal Control, held at the Department of Mathematics of Ohio University in Athens, Ohio. The main objective of this international meeting was to feature new trends in the theory and applications of partial differential and functional-differential...
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MIPS Assembly Language ProgrammingPrentice Hall, 2003
First impressions are important.
  

  To introduce your Assembly Language programming students to the fundamental concepts of contemporary computer architecture, start with a Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC).  

  When students first encounter computer architecture, they need to begin with the basics of modern...
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Persistence in the Enterprise: A Guide to Persistence Technologies (developerWorks Series)IBM Press, 2008
The Definitive Guide to Today's Leading Persistence Technologies

Persistence in the Enterprise is a unique, up-to-date, and objective guide to building the persistence layers of enterprise applications. Drawing on their extensive experience, five leading IBM® Web...
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Quantum Medicinal Chemistry (Methods and Principles in Medicinal Chemistry, Vol. 17)John Wiley & Sons, 2003


	Everyone relies on the power of computers, including chemical

	and pharmaceutical laboratories. Increasingly faster and more exact

	simulation algorithms have made quantum chemistry a valuable

	tool in the search for bioactive substances. The much larger

	computational cost is more than compensated by a deeper understanding

	of...
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Diagnostic Ultrasound Imaging: Inside Out, Second Edition (Academic Press Series in Biomedical Engineering)Academic Press, 2013

	Diagnostic Ultrasound Imaging provides a unified description of the physical principles of ultrasound imaging, signal processing, systems and measurements. This comprehensive reference is a core resource for both graduate students and engineers in medical ultrasound research and design. With continuing rapid...
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Augmented Reality for Android Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	As an Android developer, including Augmented Reality (AR) in your mobile apps could be a profitable new string to your bow. This tutorial takes you through every aspect of AR for Android with lots of hands-on exercises.


	Overview

	
		Understand the main concepts and architectural components of an AR...
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Carcinogenic and Anticarcinogenic Food Components (Chemical & Functional Properties of Food Components)CRC Press, 2005

	Dietary cancer prophylaxis is based on the detailed knowledge of carcinogenic and anticarcinogenic properties of food constituents. Although much data has been collected on these elements, an understanding of the causal mechanisms that link diet and cancer is still evolving. Carcinogenic and Anticarcinogenic Food Components explains the broad...
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Nutrition Support for Infants and Children at Risk: 59th Nestlé Nutrition Workshop, Pediatric Program, Berlin, April 2006 (Nestlé Nutrition Institute Workshop Series, Vol. 59)Karger, 2007

	Adequate nutrition is especially important during infancy and childhood, where even short periods of malnutrition have long-lasting effects on growth, development and health in adult life. There are several high-risk scenarios for the development of malnutrition, which are the focus of the current publication: Atopic diseases,...
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Organic Synthesis and Molecular EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The theory, methods, and practices needed to build molecules and supramolecular systems


	Using a synthetic approach to organic materials chemistry, this book sets forth tested and proven methods and practices that make it possible to engineer organic molecules offering special properties and functions. Throughout the book,...
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Radio Navigation Systems for Airports and Airways (Springer Aerospace Technology)Springer, 2019

	
		This book highlights the design principles of ground based radio-navigation systems used in solving navigation tasks in the airfield and on air routes. Mathematical correlations are illustrated that describe its operation, peculiarities of disposition, main technical characteristics, generalized structural diagrams as well as the...
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